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Abstract: Variable-quantization algorithms proved efficient in reducing the fluctuations of the output bit rate
of a H.264-based Scalable Video Encoder. However, in applications where the bit rate budget is extremely low,
the traditional rate control algorithms would fail to produce acceptable results since the quantization step size
cannot be increased beyond an upper bound (i.e 31). In this case, the variable Qp techniques could be used in
conjunction with the reduced resolution scheme to achieve a more efficient bit rate regulation process. The
reduced resolution consists of down-sampling each image macroblock in the prediction error before it is
encoded and up-sampling the reduced-resolution reconstructed block at the decoder in order to produce the
motion compensated picture. Each down-sampled 8x8 luminance image block is transformed using 8x8
DCT.This proposed method reduces the overall bit rate and consequently improves rate distortion for 3D video
at low bit rates in error free channels and improves 3D scalability performance for 3D transmission under high
error channels.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The reduced resolution depth coding is designated for use under very tight bit rate budget considerations.
Since the reduced resolution depth frame results in a lower number of coefficients, the output bit rate per frame is
reduced, while keeping a constant quantization parameter and a constant frame rate [1]. If this coding is to operate
on an Macroblock basis, then an additional bit per macroblock is required to indicate its use. This incurs an extra
bit in the bit stream for every coded macroblock, giving a maximum of 99 bits per frame for a QCIF resolution
sequence [1][2]. For this reason, the down-sampling mode is usually decided on a frame-by-frame basis, and
therefore a single extra bit per frame is then required in the frame header to indicate its use.
For extremely low bit rate budget, both variable-Qp and reduced resolution depth algorithms operate
simultaneously to guarantee a smooth output bit rate without compromising the quality of the decoded video. The
quantizer is selected with a bit rate prediction algorithm in[3] could be used to estimate the quantiser step size of a
video frame. If the estimated bit rate exceeds the target bit rate of a frame after applying the feed-forward rate
controller, then the reduced resolution controller is switched ON and a new quantization step size is estimated.
The switching strategy is done on a frame by frame basis to reduce the complexity that is due to unnecessarily
using the reduced resolution mode when the estimated bit rate falls below the target one. As describe before, the
feed forward method tries to assign a fixed number of bits to each frame by selecting a quantization step size Qp
that can achieve the target bit rate[3][4][5].
This paper investigates the application of reduced resolution depth data compression in SVC for 2D
video plus depth stereoscopic video. The depth video frames are spatially down-sampled before SVC encoding
and up-sampled after decoding. Section 2 provides a brief literature review on down-sampling and up-sampling
(DSUS). Section 3 describes the proposed scalable 3D video with reduced resolution. Section 4 provides
evaluation criteria for depth coding. Experimental results showing R-D performance under error free and errorprone conditions are depicted in section 5. The paper is finally concluded in section 6.
.

II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

A. interview prediction with down-sampled reference images
Here, the encoder and decoder process the difference resolution videos[6]. We assumed that the spatial
resolution of B views is smaller than I or P views, depicting in figure 1 below. For the prediction structure in
the figure 2, 1 and P views are encoded in the same way as the JMVM[7][8].The proposed coding method is as
follows, I and P are encoded in the same way as the JMVM and stored decoded images. Then when a picture in
B sample them for use of inter-view prediction, and then it encodes the views the encoder is illustrated in the
figure 2. The down-sampling process is indicated below.
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Num_downsampled_views_minus_1 identifies the total number of views that require down-sampled
reference pictures for inter-view prediction. The value of the number_of_downsampled_view_minus_1 shall be
in the range of 0 to 1023. downsampled_view_id[1] specifies the view_id of the view that require downsampled reference pictures. Post-processing especially at the encoder could control the up-sampling process as a
post-processing. In the up-sampling process, not only decoded images of the current view, but also decoded
images of other views could be used. The parameters for such process may be indicated as a message. Basically,
down-sampling process increase complexity so also up-sampling process. The final goal of up-sampling is to
obtain the same resolution for a lower bit rate
Table 1: Syntax for down-sampled reference images

seq_parameter_set_mvc_extension( )
{
num_views_minus_1
num_downsampled_views_minu
s_1
for(i = 0; i <=
num_views_minus_1; i++)
view_id[i]
for(i = 0; i <=
num_views_minus_1; i++) {
num_anchor_refs_l0[i]
for( j = 0; j <
num_anchor_refs_l0[i]; j++ )
anchor_ref_l0[i][j]
num_anchor_refs_l1[i]
for(
j
=
0;
j
<
num_anchor_refs_l1[i]; j++ )
anchor_ref_l1[i][j]
for(i = 0; i <=
num_views_minus_1; i++) {
num_non_anchor_refs_l0[i]
for( j = 0; j <
num_non_anchor_refs_l0[i]; j++ )
non_anchor_ref_l0[i][j]
num_non_anchor_refs_l1[i]
for(
j
=
0;
j
<
num_non_anchor_refs_l1[i]; j++ )
non_anchor_ref_l1[i][j]
for(i = 0; i <=
num_downsampled_views_minus_1;
i++)
downsampled_view_id[i]
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Figure 1: Encoder components when down-sampling is conducted in encoding B view
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Figure 2: Encoder components when down-sampling is conducted in encoding I or P view
B. depth down-sampling/up-sampling (DSUS)
Encoding a reduced resolution depth can reduce the bitrate substantially, but the loss of resolution also
degrades the quality of the depth map, especially in high frequency regions such as the object boundary; the
resulting image rendering artifacts could be very visible and disturbing. Conventional down/up-samplers use a
low pass filter and an interpolation filter to reduce the quality degradation[9][10]. However, since the depth
video and image rendering results are quite sensitive to variations in space and time, especially on the object
boundary, these traditional techniques are not sufficient.
Considering the above, we design a new down/up sampler for depth. In down sampling a 2D image, a
representative value among the values in a certain window must be selected; we choose a median value.
𝑖𝑚𝑔𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛 𝑥, 𝑦 = 𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛(𝑊𝑠𝑥𝑠)

(1)

Where Wsxs represents a sxs block and s is a scaling factor for down-sampling. That is, the down
sampling reduces the image size by selecting the median value for each Wsxs.
The up-sampling process consists of the following steps: 1) image up-scaling, 2) 2D median filtering, 3)
proposed depth reconstruction filtering. The up-scaling is an inverse process of the image down-sampling. We
use same scaling factor in down sampling process
𝑥 𝑦
𝑖𝑚𝑔𝑢𝑝 𝑥, 𝑦 = 𝑖𝑚𝑔𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛(
)
(2)
𝑠

𝑠

After the up-scaling, we apply 2D median filter to smooth the blocking artifact caused by image downsampling. Finally, the proposed depth reconstruction filtering is applied to reconstruct the object boundary
distorted by down sampling.
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Figure 3: Flow diagram of depth down/up sampling

III. PROPOSED SCALABLE 3D VIDEO WITH REDUCED RESOLUTION DEPTH
The proposed method investigates the compression of depth information at reduced resolution for low
bit rates. The depth video frames are down-sampled before encoding and up-sampled after decoding. This
application of reduced resolution has been investigated in [11] with the sole aim of improving performance. The
application of reduced resolution for depth image sequences is investigated in [12]. The reduced resolution is
used in Mobile applications with the aim of reducing the bandwidth and improving the performance.
A simple way to down-sample an image by a factor of two is by using sub-sampling. If 𝑓(𝑖, 𝑗) is the pixel value
of an image at location (𝑖, 𝑗), then the down-sampled image is:
𝑓𝑑

𝑖 𝑗

,

2 2

= 𝑓 𝑖, 𝑗 ,

(3)

𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 0, 2, 4, … 𝑋𝑆𝐼𝑍𝐸, 𝑗 = 0, 2, 4, … 𝑌𝑆𝐼𝑍𝐸
𝑋𝑆𝐼𝑍𝐸 is the vertical size and 𝑌𝑆𝐼𝑍𝐸 is the horizontal size of the image to be down-sampled. It should be noted
that three neighboring pixels to 𝑓(𝑖, 𝑗), which are
𝑓 𝑖, 𝑗 + 1 , 𝑓(𝑖 + 1, 𝑗) and 𝑓(𝑖 + 1, 𝑗 + 1), can also be used. In this paper, the pixel 𝑓(𝑖, 𝑗) plus the three
neighborhood pixel values are averaged as below to produce an image down-sampled by a factor of two
𝑓𝑑

𝑖

,

𝑖

2 2

= [𝑓 𝑖, 𝑗 + 𝑓 𝑖, 𝑗 + 1 + 𝑓( 𝑖 + 1, 𝑗 + 𝑓 𝑖 + 1, 𝑗 + 1 ]/4(4)
𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 0,2,4 … 𝑋𝑆𝐼𝑍𝐸 − 1, 𝑗 = 0,2,4 … 𝑌𝑆𝐼𝑍𝐸 − 1

As an example, equation (2) can be repeated for every frame in a 720𝑥576 𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑡 𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒 sequence resulting in
a 360x288 depth image sequence. The latter sequence has to be cropped to 352x288 (CIF resolution) to make it
suitable for SVC encoder operation. During the up-sampling from 352x288 to 720x576, the depth video quality
is slightly affected due to pixel copying at the edge to match the cropped columns, thus slightly reducing the
PSNR of the up-sampled depth information. However, the overall bit rate is reduced due to down-sampling of
the depth information.
The DSUS algorithm can be applied to the enhancement layer of SVC which is used to code the depth
information[13]. The block diagram of the proposed method for the encoder is shown in figure 4[13][14] below
at the decoder, the coded depth information from the enhancement layer is up-sampled back to its original
resolution.
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Figure 4: block diagram of H.264/SVC encoder/decoder with DSUS

IV. EVALUATION OF DEPTH CODING
The coding efficiency of common texture images is measured in the encoding bit rate and a peak
signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) value as in [14].
𝑃𝑆𝑁𝑅 = 10 𝑥 𝑙𝑜𝑔10 10(

255 2
𝑀𝑆𝐸

)

(5)

However, the depth image is 3D information to synthesize the virtual view, thus its quality should be
evaluated in terms of rendering quality. In this letter, we measure the rendering PSNR by MSE between original
image (Iorg) and rendered image (Iren) with the reconstructed depth image as in [15][16].
𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑛 =

V.

1
𝑤𝑥

𝑤−1
𝑖=0 (

−1
𝑗=0 ||𝐼𝑜𝑟𝑔

𝑖, 𝑗 − 𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑛 (𝑖, 𝑗)||2 ) (6)

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Three sequences were selected for the simulations. The video frames with frame numbers 3 for
Interview and Orbi depicted in figure 5 and Ballet sequence as depicted in figure 6. All the sequences include
colour and depth information. The depth information is down-sampled from 720x576 spatial resolutions to CIF
(352x200) resolution. The JSVM software [17] is used in the simulation for SVC. The SVC spatial scalability
does not allow enhancement layer to be used to send video at lower resolution than the base layer. Therefore, a
three layer configuration is used in the simulation. These sequences were acquired from Heinrich-HertzInstitute (HHI).

2D Videos

Depth maps

Figure 5: Depth reconstruction filter (with QP31, 33 rd frame); Interview sequencerendering result without depth
reconstruction filter and rendering result for Orbi sequence with depth reconstruction filter.
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Figure 6: Depth reconstruction filter (QP31, 33rd frame) (a) without depth reconstruction filter, (b) rendering
result for (a), (c) with depth reconstruction filter, (d) rendering result for (c).
For both SVC-Org and SVC-DSUS, the base layer is used to send the colour information at CIF
resolution. For SVC-DSUS, the enhancement layer 1 is used to send the depth at reduced resolution. The
enhancement layer 2 for both SVC-Org and SVC-DSUS is used to send the colour information at full resolution.
A. Error Free condition
The rate distortion performance of SVC-Org, SVC-DSUS are compare in an error free environment.
SVC-Org is the original JSVM software[17]. The distortion is measured using the PSNR of the left and right
views. An original left-and right view sequence is produced, from the original 2D texture and its associated
original depth information, using the DIBR technique[18][19]. A compressed left-and-right view sequence is
obtained from the 2D and depth data reconstructed at the decoder. The left and right view PSNR is obtained by
comparing the original left-and-right view data with the left-and-right view data output from the decoder.
The Orbi and Interview sequences, with resolution 720x576 and 125 frame numbers are used in the
error free comparison. Fixed Qp are employed to obtain the bit rates.The bit rates shown in the figures are in
kbits/s. I-frames are inserted every 45 frames and only P frames are used between the I-frames. The left-andright view PSNRs for SVC-Org and SVC-DSUS are plotted over a range of bit rates shown in figures 7 and 8.
The configuration shown in table 2 is used for SVC-Org and SVC-DSUS.
It can be seen that the SVC-DSUS is less efficient that SVC-Org in terms of compression
efficiency.SVC-DSUS PSNR is about 1-2 dB lower than SVC-Org for the same bit rate. This is due to the larger
temporal difference between the frames used for prediction in the scheme. Larger prediction usually incurrs
larger residual, and requires that larger motion vectors be coded.
Table 2: Configuration used for SVC-Org and SVC-DSUS
Encoder Layer
Spatial
Type
Resolution
2 (enhancement)
720x576
Colour
SVCOrg
1 (enhancement)
720x576
Depth
0 (base)
352x288
Colour
2
(enhancement)
720x576
Colour
SVCDSUS
1 (enhancement)
352x288
Depth
0 (base)
352x288
Colour
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Rate distortion curves for the depth information of Orbi sequence
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Figure 7: Rate distortion for the depth information of Orbi sequence
Rate distortion curves for the depth information of Interview sequence
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Figure 8: Rate distortion for the Interview sequence
B. Error-Proned Conditions
In this section, the performance of SVC-Org, SVC-DSUS are evaluated in an error-proned
environment. The compressed 3D video is transmitted over simulated internet channels [20].
The internet channel simulator has four packet loss error pattern, namely 3%, 5%, 10% and 20%. In the
simulation, the loss of one packet is assumed to mean the loss of one video frame. Frame copy error
concealment is used for SVC-Org and SVC-DSUS. Both Orbi and interview sequences are used in the
simulation. An I-frame is inserted every 45 frames.
Figure 9 show the rate distortion performance of the Orbi sequence for packet losses of 10%. Figure 10
show the rate distortion of the Interview sequence for packet losses of 10%. In these figures, the decoded leftand-right view PSNR for SVC-Org and SVC-DSUS is plotted. From the two figures, it can be seen that for Orbi
sequence, the worst performance is given by SVC-Org at high and low bit rates. SVC-DSUS performs better
with 10% packet loss rate in the low bit rate range.
For the interview sequence, SVC-DSUS performs better than SVC-Org at high error rates. SVC-Org
performs worst at high error rates may be due to the up-sampling distortion in the depth image and the inability
to recover quickly from errors.
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Rate distortion for the Orbi sequence @ 10% depth degradation
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Figure 9:Rate distortion for Orbi at 10% packet loss
Rate distortion curves for the Interview sequence 10% depth degradation
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Figure 10: Rate distortion for Interview at 10% packet loss
C. Using Scalable JSVM software
Another experiments were conducted for some 3D sequences to investigate coding efficiency. Coding
conditions for Ballet (Colour and Depth) were same as in above experiment for Orbi and Interview sequences.
In these experiments, PSNR and bitrate are presented on R-D curves. It was decoded using B frames as in figure
1, where the view prediction with down-sampled reference pictures was applied in the proposed method. The
adjacent views were encoded as I and P frames respectively. For down-sampling of reference pictures, 13 tap
filters is used, which was described in the MPEG-4 VM 18 document [21]. This filter was used for generating
down-sampled original picture as well.
For up-sampling as a post processing, images were generated only from decoded images of B frames. 6
tap filter{1, -5, 20, 20, -5, 1} was applied, which is the same as interpolation filter applied for generating
images. Experimental results are shown in figures 11 and 12. In these figures JMVM denotes the encoding as B
frame using the reference software while spatial resolution of original images is not down-sample, “downsampled (independent)” denotes the view encoding as I view while spatial resolution of original image is downsampled, “down-sampled (dependent)” denotes the view is encoded as B view while spatial resolution of
original images and reference pictures are down-sampled, and “up-sampled (dependent)” denotes the view is upsampled as a post processing. We see that down-sampled reference pictures, which are “down-sampled
(dependent)”, achieves significant bit reduction compared with independent coding and JMVM.
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Figure 11: Coding performance of JSVM coder using several down-sampling ratios
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Figure 12: Coding performance of JSVM coder using several down-sampling ratios upto 1000 bit rates

VI. CONCLUSION
To improve the rate distortion, the DSUS algorithm is applied to the enhancement layer of SVC, which
is used to code the depth information. The application of DSUS results in an improvement in the rate distortion
performance of SVC, particularly at low bit rates. Though there is a risk of up-sampling distortion, simulation
results show that the up-sampling distortion only reduces the coding efficiency under high error rates.
The paper finally investigates the performance of SVC-Org and SVC_DSUS for both Orbi and
Interview sequences for stereoscopic 3D video under channel error conditions. Simulation results show that
most of the time, SVC-DSUS algorithms performs better than the SVC-Org, especially in under high error-rates
such as the mobile channels.
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